Set in magic city, CBT College Miami
Offers Education for Careers that are in Demand Across the Globe

In Miami, international students are welcomed!
The air feels like a warm silk embrace combined with a breath of fresh air. Known as the Magic City, Miami, Florida is a bustling metropolis that offers some of the most beautiful views, sparkling beaches, magnificent shopping malls, as well, it is home to the largest culturally diverse population in the world which provides for an eclectic array of dining and entertainment options. Without a doubt, Miami presents an attractive alternative for those searching for educational opportunities abroad and CBT College certainly welcomes and embraces combined with a breath of fresh air. Known as the Magic City, Miami, Florida is a bustling metropolis that offers some of the most beautiful views, sparkling beaches, magnificent shopping malls, as well, it is home to the largest culturally diverse population in the world which provides for an eclectic array of dining and entertainment options. Without a doubt, Miami presents an attractive alternative for those searching for educational opportunities abroad and CBT College certainly welcomes and embraces students.

With five exclusive campuses throughout the Greater Miami area, CBT College campuses are only minutes away from Miami’s renowned venues and destinations.

The Kendall area is also home to one of the largest Colombian American populations in Florida. Additionally, the area is served by the Miami Metrorail stations that connect Dadeland (in East Kendall) to Downtown Miami in just 10 to 15 minutes. Numerous Miami Metrorail lines also finish at the Dadeland stations, as this is the start of the South Miami-Dade Busway which connects the multiple southern Miami Metrorail lines to the Metrorail. Kendall also offers an endless myriad of dining options and is close to South Miami another charming community with tons to do, and is close to the Turnpike which can take you to The Keys, a world-famous oasis or even North to Orlando.

The Deserted Campus is surrounded by:
- Downtown Miami - with its festive atmosphere, Downtown Miami blends the historical and the modernity of a city that is in a swift revitalization stage. Alongside the downtown waterfront, sits American Airlines Arena, which hosts NBA’s Miami Heat, Bayside Marketplace and the grand new Performing Arts; the Adrienne Arsht Center for the Performing Arts.

The City of Doral - is also a lively city within a city surrounded by charming residential enclaves. It is also home to the famous Donal Golf Resort & Country club and offers a variety of shopping venues including International Mall and is close to the outlet Dolphin Mall.

Coral Gables - built almost entirely of the coral limestone, features Spanish colonial-style homes, streets lined with lush vegetation and beautiful upscale outdoor shopping malls. As well as Little Havana - this neighborhood, mostly populated by Cubans, gives you an opportunity to enjoy another side of life. From bakeries and restaurants through their sidewalk windows you can hear salsa music in the background, Spanish-speaking and Expresso machines shrieking sounds to make café con leches throughout the day.

Hialeah is a great place to stay when studying in Miami, Florida. It is an inexpensive alternative to staying in other parts of Miami and does offer a handful of fun things to do and see including: Amelia Earhart Park - offers bike trails, walking paths and even a petting zoo.

For the more adventurous travelers, you can visit the Hialeah Weekend in 2011. South Florida again will be the site when NASCAR crowns its Champions in all three of its top national divisions: the Sprint Cup, Nationwide and Camping World Truck Series.

South Dade Regional Library - serves a diverse population, including many young families. Local youth enjoy one of Miami-Dade County’s largest Children’s...
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CBT College is truly the ideal College for students who want an active lifestyle in a beautiful environment and that also want to excel in careers that are in high demand across the globe.

CBT College offers international students a top-notch education as well as an opportunity to gain experience in careers that are in demand. The college offers both Diploma programs and Associate Degrees. But what is more is that CBT College’s innovative divisions include:

- **Tech Troopers**
  - Outreach Health Center (OHC)
  - Photo Design Studio

All of which provide students with the opportunity to garner true hands-on experience. Under this concept, students receive an education well as extremely valuable professional practice so they will be ready for the workplace upon graduation.

Tech Troopers melds CBT College professors and students to provide services to the community in the areas of study that they are being trained in. This gives students the opportunity to put their skills to work in “real-world” situations. Tech Troopers provides services in Computer Repairs, Graphic Design, HVAC and Electrical Repair.

**Photo Design Studio**

Photo Design Studio is a training program where Graphic Design students are taken to heavy populated venues with hi-tech equipment to take live photos of people and “photoshop” them to manipulate their photos to mimic celebrities, place them in unusual settings and then implement special effects. This process is LIVE so students must demonstrate their speedy abilities.